
Pop Floral

21727 O    21731 A               21728 P               21733 A             21730 P

21729 P               21728 Q              21731 E                21732 O           21730 O

Approximate finished size: 42” x 54” DESIGN YARDS
21727 O ¾
21731 A ½
21728 P ¾
21733 A 
(inc binding)

⅝

21730 O ½
21728 Q ¼
21731 E ¼
21730 P ¾
21729 P ¼
21732 O (backing) 3

 

Fusible webbing 1½©Sparky & Marie by Jot Creates, LLCwww.QuiltingTreasures.com



Pop Floral
Designed by K. Parry & K. Pearson
Skill: Advanced Beginner

All seam allowances are ¼” unless otherwise specified.
WOF = width of fabric
1½ yard of fusible webbing for fusible applique

Cutting:
From 21730 P - pink geometric Cut (3) 6½” x WOF strips. 
Subcut (18) 6½” x 6½” squares
From 21727 O - orange floral Cut (3) 6½” x WOF strips. 
Subcut (17) 6½” x 6½” squares. 
From 21730 O - orange geometric Cut (5) x 1¼” x WOF 
strips. Join along short edge. Subcut (2) 1¼” x 42½” strips 
and (2) 1¼” x 32” strips (First Border) Reserve remainder 
for hearts.
From 21733 A - brown heart stripe Cut (5) 1¾” x WOF 
strips. Join along short edge. Subcut (2) 1¾” x 32” strips and 
(2)1¾” x 44” strips (Second Border)
Cut (5) 2½” x WOF strips (Binding)
From 21728 P - pink stemmed floral Cut (4) 4” x WOF 
strips. Join along short edge. Subcut (2) 4” x 32” strips and 
(2) 4” x 44” strips (Third Border)
From 21731 A brown tossed hearts- Cut (4) 5¼” x 5¼” 
squares (Cornerstones) Reserve remainder for hearts.
Hearts Using heart pattern trace 18 hearts on to fusible 
webbing. Cut webbing slightly larger than drawn image. 
Fuse and cut out:
4 hearts from 21730 O orange geometric 
4 hearts from 21731 A brown tossed hearts
3 hearts from 21729 P pink circles 
3 hearts from 21728 Q aqua stemmed floral
4 hearts from 21731 E cream tossed hearts

Construction:
Applique Blocks: Center and fuse hearts to the 6½” pink 
geometric squares. Machine applique around shapes.

Sewing Blocks and Rows Together: Lay out blocks 5 across 
per row and 7 rows down, referring to quilt image. Sew 
5 blocks together for each row. Sew all 7 rows together to 
form center of quilt.

First Border: Sew the (2) 1¼” x 42½” heart stripe strips to 
the sides of the quilt center and sew the (2)1¼” x 32” strips 
to the top and bottom of quilt center.

Second and Third Borders: Sew (1) 1½” x 44” brown heart 
stripe strip to (1) 4” x 44” pink stemmed floral strip. Do 
this twice. (Side Border Units) Sew a side border unit to 
each side of the quilt top. Be sure the brown heart stripe is 
next to the orange geometric first border. Sew (1) 1¾” x 32” 
brown heart stripe strip to the 4” x 32” pink stemmed floral 
strip.  Do this twice. (Top and Bottom Border Unit)  Sew a  
5¼” tossed heart cornerstone each end of the Top and Bot-
tom Border Units. Sew these to top and bottom of quilt. 

Finishing: 
Layer, quilt and bind.
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While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy 
of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or 
the way in which individual work varies

Heart Pattern
Full Size


